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Introduction
Security vulnerabilities that originate from memory-related errors have obviously negative consequences to systems programs and embedded systems. Many application domains have benefitted from advances in programming languages that have minimized or eliminated these types of errors while the vast majority of embedded systems are still written in the C programming language – an inherently unsafe language. This research explores the features necessary for an effective alternative to C.

Objective
Unify type and memory safety, anti-aliasing properties, and language-based memory containment into a type system that possess:
• Simplicity
• Expressive power
• Early error identification through static type checking

Type and Memory Safe
Type and memory safe languages are well understood with many existing implementations. Embedded systems pose unique challenges to type systems that are not addressed by most languages where the necessity to interact with hardware or protocols necessitates the ability to precisely define and manipulate unboxed data types and structures without compromising performance.

Polymorphic parameterization retains performance but can produce code bloat. Boxing provides flexibility at the cost of performance. Static boxing combines benefits from other methods while minimizing code bloat and maintaining performance.

Anti-Aliasing
Aliasing in a software system occurs when a single object in memory is addressed by more than one reference. Aliasing has the unwanted potential to reduce code comprehensibility and complicate automated methods of code verification and analysis. This, in turn, can lead to unanticipated state changes when objects are manipulated in unexpected ways. Using value semantics, linear types, and specific pointer binding rules, aliasing can be minimized.

Value semantics can minimize the unnecessary use of aliases (e.g.: function parameters, local variables, etc.)

Linear types provide a degree of flexibility found in pointers while disallowing aliasing

Pointer binding rules are used to manage unwanted aliasing

Memory Containment
Multi processor devices have become commonplace and with the proliferation of such architectures, the complexity of maintaining memory integrity also increases. Language-level support for concurrency offers many advantages in providing memory-safe operations. Software-based isolation can confine memory access to within a given process and ensure accesses outside of the process employ proper IPC mechanisms.

Proper inter-thread memory access is enforced through language mechanisms.

Thread-local data is confined to the originating thread; external references are disallowed.

Future Direction
With more computational power and wireless connectivity being incorporated into smaller packages, embedded systems are finding their way into many critical applications such as insulin pumps, sensor networks, and industrial control devices. Given the potential consequences of security flaws in such devices the need for new type systems and programming languages to help prevent software flaws is a critical component to ensuring the security of future embedded software systems.

Conclusion
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